
Site Specific
Group Trackers by Type

Advertising
5 trackers

Social
2 trackers

Analytics
2 trackers

Disable tracking protection

ON OFF

ON OFF

ON OFF

9 trackers blocked

Make it clearer what types of trackers are collecting the user’s data so that 1) they form a stronger mental model about the different types of trackers that exist and 2) 
so they can make an informed decision about turning on/off tracking protection on sites where it may impact the site’s experience.



3rd party trackers can know a lot about users without them explicity collecting personal data - “the more that personal information can be correlated, the less it is possible to 
completely anonymize.” Lets help users understand what is ‘known’ about them based on information that can be collected via history, cookies/site data and trackers. 
Provide a mini interests dashboard under the global  privacy settings to help users understand what data they are sharing about themselves by having tracking prevention 

disabled and other privacy features off. 

Is your data anonymous?

anonymous people like you specific to you

Global
Show Users What Data is Known About Them

30



Example sites types might be:
News / Entertainment sites I vist
Social sites I visit
Financial services (banking/lenders)
Shopping sites

Ex. Encypt all forms on Financial Services sites

Firefox is encrypting forms

Firefox Recommends these Privacy settings to start. 
You can change them anytime.

Financial Services

Social 

Low protection Medium High protection

Low protection High protectionMedium

News

Low protection High protectionMedium

Site Category-Specific
Browser-level Privacy Settings Based on Site Types
Categorize sites by type and set default privacy and security settings accordingly. Reflect default settings in global Privacy settings and show active settings contextually in door hanger to re-
emphasize defaults chosen by site type.

Privacy Info for NYtimes.com

Edit Privacy Settings

Secure Connection    
Verifed by Google Inc.

Blocking Ad Trackers
Chart Boost
Ad Sense
Double Click

You visited this site 3 times this month

Require a secure connection

Ignore Browsing History

Permissions

Allow pop-up windows

Allow location

Permission #3

Permission #4

Block advertising trackers 
from collecting my data

Privacy Settings for NYtimes.com

Save

Active Settings Readout Settings View



animation to 
call attention

Making Browsing Even Better

Firefox has new privacy settings 
that block 3rd party sites from 
collecting data about you.

Enable Tracking Protection

How It Works

??

?

You can disable tracking 
protection at any time for all 
sites or for a specific site 
you’re on. Just click the shield 
icon that shows by the url bar.

Ready to protect your data?

Tracking Protection SettingsWhat To Expect

User Opts In To Privacy Protection
Simplified Privacy Door Hanger

Show Help Contextually as needed 
when user hovers over ( i )

Onboarding for Tracking Protection

Tracking Protection enabled

Force a secure connection

Ignore browsing history

Privacy Settings for NYtimes.com 

Manage Browser Privacy Settings

illustration

When you visit websites, 3rd 
party trackers collect data about 
you, most often for Advertising.

Firefox will block these trackers. 

Websites you visit will look 
different. 

Certain ads will not be visible. In 
place you will see a shaded box.

Tracking Protection enabled

Force a secure connection

Ignore browsing history

Privacy Settings for NYtimes.com 

Manage Browser Privacy Settings

Third party trackers are being blocked 
from collecting data about you.

Take me to the secure version of this 
site and validate the site’s identity.

Do not save a record of each time 
I visit this site.

Global
Explain What Tracking Protection Is Before User’s Opt In
Simplify privacy features to be focused around a few key concepts to present to users before they opt in to Tracking Protection. Group related privacy/security features into 
the door hanger so that users can access them as needed. Provide contextual help about different settings inline on hover.



content blocked to protect your 
data from being shared

content blocked to prevent sharing of your data with advertisers

content blocked

content blocked to prevent sharing of your data with advertisers

content blocked

content blocked

Top trackers being blocked 

Normally there would be an ad here. 
Firefox is blocking 34 trackers from sharing your data.

content blocked

34 advertising trackers can’t 
get your data

content blocked to prevent sharing of your data with advertisers

content blocked
from 20 trackers

content blocked
to protect your data 
from 20 advertising 
trackers

content blocked to prevent sharing of your data with advertisers

content blocked

blocked for privacy protection

Advertisers Website analytics

Want to see what would be here?
Click the shield icon in the web address bar to Disable Tracking Protection.

Social Media
amazon

doubleclick

google Facebook

Adsafe Media

Neilsen

Global
Visualize Changes to Page with Tracking Protection Enabled

Highlight page changes in a minimal and unobtrusive way. Allow users to interact to learn more about what is being blocked/why. Provide a treatment that works for both 
light and dark page designs.

On Hover Style and Copy ExplorationsDefault State Using Wireframe Style Default State Using Wireframe Style

content blocked to prevent trackers from collecting data

Allow content



Global
Re-Architect Privacy and Security Settings

Privacy and Security

Tell sites I do not want to be tracked and prevent sites that track me

and reported web forgeries

Merge security features from other settings areas like pop-up window blocking and make tracking protection one setting grouped with other privacy related features. 
Make it easier to clear data.

Clear Browsing Data


